
Looking Around to Look Forward

Monitoring should be an obsession in the management
of mechanically ventilated patients. The control of vital
signs and respiratory parameters must guide the ICU pro-
fessional in responding with precision to the patient’s needs.
The setting of mechanical ventilation parameters is a very
important issue in the management of a critically ill pa-
tient, and the setting of the ideal PEEP level is a particular
chapter that has been largely investigated and is still chal-
lenging. The strategy used to set it properly can vary from
one center to another, always depending on the ICU’s
economic condition and the professionals’ skills.1-3

In this issue of RESPIRATORY CARE, the study by Sindi
et al4 contributes to the knowledge of respiratory mechan-
ics and, furthermore, carries a very important message to
the ICU health care professional. The authors studied sur-
gical patients who underwent laparoscopy, exploring the
correlation between abdominal pressure (Pabd) and esoph-
ageal pressure (Pes). As Pes is an alternative for estimation
of pleural pressure (Ppl), the correlation of Pabd with Pes

should be useful to obtain information on Ppl bypassing the
measurement of Pes in these patients. The measurement of
Pes and Ppl to set the PEEP has already been proposed.5-7

Unlike other trials, the protocol proposed by Sindi et al mea-
sured Pabd in patients with neuromuscular blockade, which
eliminates the effect of the diaphragmatic tone and allows a
more reliable estimation of Ppl. Their results show us that
Pabd may provide useful complementary information in the
management of mechanically ventilated patients.

Beyond the main goal, there is a hidden objective, which
is stated in the last paragraph of the introduction, that I
want to address: “stimulate researchers to look at the use
of bedside abdominal pressure measurements.” Why is
this important? The study by Sindi et al4 encourages us to
look around and to give value to all bedside information
available when the patient is mechanically ventilated. Look-
ing forward, Sindi et al show us that, at least in some
clinical settings, the assessment of Pabd by bladder pres-
sure measurement could be helpful to estimate Ppl to set

the PEEP level safely, avoiding the potential problems and
risks of esophageal probe insertion and proposing a solu-
tion to the problem of a lack of familiarity with this tech-
nique. This is a dilemma of Pes and Pabd monitoring. The
interpretation of information regarding the measurement
of Pes and Pabd must be analyzed carefully. If we ignore
Pabd, for example, we could also ignore its effect on Ppl

and its implications in the management of mechanically
ventilated patients.7 Regarding the field of monitoring ICU
patients, the authors make a very important point: different
instruments and parameters may be considered for decid-
ing the setting of mechanical ventilation. Any parameter
that is just in front of us must not be denied or underes-
timated. Relevant information may be easy to find if we
take a careful look around.

The authors also state that their results were too limited
to have general value.4 This is obviously true, considering
the characteristics of their sample. However, in the end,
the correlation found opens a new track to future investi-
gations on the adjustment and monitoring of the ideal PEEP
level. This is also looking forward. Sindi et al4 understood
that, as explained by Sarge and Talmor,8 the airway pres-
sure itself will fail to separate severe perturbations in the
elastance of the respiratory system when we titrate the
PEEP level, and that is why their results are important: the
health care professional must have alternative or comple-
mentary measurements to achieve this important goal.
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